
Energy-Efficient Field Lighting  
About Jeff Rogers:  
Jeff Rogers, Vice President of Sales, started at Musco Lighting in 1983 installing projects. Throughout his 
career at Musco, Jeff has worked in many different areas of the sales division and has traveled to 
countries all over the world. Jeff has been involved in lighting such projects as NASCAR tracks, MLB 
Stadiums, NFL Stadiums and the Olympics, and remains an intricate part of the developmental sales 
process.  
How was Green Generation Lighting® developed?  
Green Generation Lighting, the newest technology in sports lighting, is the result of 30 
years of experience, thousands of field inspections, and more than a dozen inventions 
and innovations from more than 10 million dollars of research and capital investment 
by Musco.  
How is Green Generation Lighting® different from other sports field lighting?  
Light-Structure GreenTM is a major innovation in the control of light. When compared 
to Musco's prior industry leading technology, Light-Structure Green cuts operating 
costs in half and reduces light spill onto adjacent property is by 50%. 100% of 
maintenance costs are eliminated for 25 years with Musco's Constant 25™ standard 
product assurance and service warranty. Plus, Light-Structure Green provides 
guaranteed, constant light on the field.  
How does spill light affect energy consumption?  
With the improved photometrics and design of Green Generation Lighting, more of the 
light that otherwise would fall outside the boundaries of the field, is redirected onto the 
field, providing more light on the playing surface and less wasted light in neighbors 
yard and the night sky. Fewer fixtures are needed to provide the desired light on the 
field.  
What is Musco's Constant 25 product assurance and warranty program?  
Constant 25 is a comprehensive foundation-to-pole top warranty and maintenance 
program which covers 100% of your maintenance costs, including parts and labor, for the next 25 years. 
Guaranteeing light levels, group lamp replacement, system monitoring, routine/spot maintenance, and 
on/off control services. This unprecedented program reflects our confidence in the quality of our product 
and the exclusive service that our Lighting provides to our customers.  
What is Control-Link®, and how does it affect energy consumption?  
Control-Link is a facility management tool. Schedules are entered into the Control-Link system, allowing 
lights to automatically turn on and off as needed; this adds to the Green Generation energy saving by 
eliminating lights being left on when the field is not in use. Control-Link provides convenience with 
remotely monitoring fixture outages, reporting by field usage by facility or user groups, and a reliable web-
based lighting and facility management system supported 24/7 by trained staff.  
What is the average energy savings for a typical youth baseball field?  

A typical, 200 foot baseball field will use field lights approximately 350 hours per year. Assuming 
an electrical rate of 9¢ per kwh and using Green Generation Lighting teamed with Control-Link, 
saves on average $25,995 in energy over 25 years compared to prior technology lighting 
designed for the same light level. This savings would be enough to purchase roughly 1000 youth 
baseball uniforms or pay the registration for approximately 500 Little Leaguers. 

 


